
Rebirth of Wild Fire - Chapter 7 

 

Chapter 7 - Blue Feather 

Xia Yuwei saw Lu Yang’s concerns and said sincerely: “This friend, we really need this recipe for 

electric eel meat. I hope you can help us. Although our ice studio is not big, but what will happen in 

the future, we We will do our best to help, and we promise not to spread the formula. “ 

A man next to Xia Yuwei was very displeased to see Xia Yuwei talking to Lu Yang so politely, and 

frowned, “Yu Wei, what are you doing so kindly with him, can you just buy him money, can you?” 

How about a thousand dollars to buy you this secret? Enough. “ 

Lu Yang recognizes this man, whose name is Zheng Yuan, is a classmate of Xia Yuwei, a typical 

rich second-generation, arrogant and arrogant, but has little ability. In front of ordinary people, he 

has a natural sense of superiority. When he meets a girl she likes, Smash with money. 

Since seeing Xia Yuwei, she has been pursuing Xia Yuwei frantically, but his set is not useful for Xia 

Yuwei. Xia Yuwei’s family has more money than his family. Later, the appearance of Lan Yu made 

him more confused. She wanted to pursue Xia Yuwei and pursue blue Yu, Zheng Yuan, who did not 

know who to chase, simply chased together, and regarded the two as his private property. He was 

unwilling to let anyone contact them. Whoever said one more word to them would be upset for a long 

time. Unfortunately, neither Xia Yuwei nor Lan Yu liked Zheng Yuan. As a result, before Lu Yang’s 

rebirth, Zheng Yuan did not catch up with anyone. It was a living tragedy. 

Last life was a tragedy, and so was this life. 



Although Lu Yang was poor, Lu Yang was proud and looked at Zheng Yuan’s ugly face. Lu Yang 

said coldly, “Sorry, don’t sell.” 

Zheng Yuan froze, thinking he knew the situation and said with a sneer, “What’s the matter, I still 

think the money is too low. You want to sit on the floor with me for a basic cooking recipe? I’ll tell 

you, don’t give your face a shame, just Thousands of dollars, hurry up and say your bank card 

number, I have no time to follow your ink. “ 

Lu Yang spit out a word, “Get out.” 

“You **** …” Zheng Yuan was anxious, but was about to kill Lu Yang but was pulled by the people 

around him, pointing at the NPC not far away and saying: “You want to die so as not to affect the 

rest of our team, this distance kills the soldier Will shoot. “ 

The reason for Lu Yang cooking in this position is here, otherwise so many people around him would 

have forced him to tell him how to make the task. 

Lu Yang glanced at the person who blocked Zheng Yuan. This person also knew Lu Yang. His name 

was Zhang Zibo. He was nice and had the brain. It was the main force of the team, but his thoughts 

were superfluous, even if he looked at Lan Yu’s face. On the other hand, Lu Yang will not pit them. 

Xia Yuwei knew that Zheng Yuan was about to do bad things, and asked Zhang Zibo to pull him 

away. He said sorry: “This friend, my companion doesn’t mean this, please don’t be angry, we really 

want to get this recipe, please You help us. “ 

At the beginning of the game, the function of exchanging real currency and game currency has not 

yet been opened. It can only be traded through external platforms. However, this is the first day of 

the game. There is no place to spend money. In the face of the poor copper coins and expensive 

drugs in the drug store, in order not to fall out of the first echelon, Xia Yuwei can only whisper. 



Lan Yu also came to Xia Yuwei’s side and said softly, “Sir, we were wrong just now, please don’t 

mind.” 

After all, he had loved in his last life, and Lan Yu also interceded in person. Lu Yang thought about it 

and said, “I can tell you the method, but you have to keep it secret.” 

Just now, Xia Yuwei thought that Lu Yang would not tell them the method, and did not expect Lu 

Yang to agree in a blink of an eye. 

Xia Yuwei and Lan Yu looked at each other in surprise and hurriedly said, “Thank you so much.” 

Lu Yang smiled indifferently, pointing at Lan Yu and saying, “Little girl, come here, I will tell you how 

to do this task, others will spread out, don’t let the people around you.” 

Xia Yuwei rushed to disperse the players who wanted to be close to eavesdropping, while Lan Yu 

came to Lu Yang with a little shyness. 

Lu Yang whispered to Lan Yu the location where he obtained the electric eel meat. Lan Yu was 

about to say thank you. Lu Yang suddenly lowered his head and whispered next to Lan Yu: 

“Coordinate 7985.9867, there is an old man there, complete the For your task, he will send you into 

a cave, which is full of level 1 and 2 mobs, which is suitable for your team. “ 

This was discovered by a player in the previous life on the fifth day after the game started, because 

the geographical location is too remote, and the elderly’s tasks are very tedious, requiring the 

cooperation of a team of players to complete, so many people did not do it. 

As soon as the next generation’s strategy came out, everyone knew that this was a good leveling 

place, but this place was not suitable for Lu Yang, because the cave was very empty and strange, 

there were no BUG points, and skills and equipment were not followed. When he was on the road, 

Lu Yang had no choice but to go in. 



Lan Yu looked at Lu Yang in surprise and said, “Really?” 

Lu Yang said with a smile: “What are you trying to do, bring 10,000 electric eel meat, enough for you 

to fight there for a night.” 

Lan Yu nodded repeatedly and said excitedly, “Thank you.” 

Nowadays, it is the stage where most players can only upgrade by grabbing monsters ~ 

www.mtlnovel.com ~ If there is an upgrade location where no one can grab monsters from them, this 

is simply better than cash exchange for Lan Yu and others Game coins should be happy. 

Lu Yang said, “I’m not afraid that I lied to you. What if you go there and meet all level 5 monsters?” 

Lan Yu said: “Your eyes are so pure, a good person at a glance, I know you won’t lie to me.” 

Lu Yang laughed, this girl was still so smart. 

“Okay, I’m gone.” It was delayed for more than two hours. Lu Yang was ready to upgrade. After the 

chat, there was a chance. However, it was impossible to upgrade the time in the new area. 

Lan Yu saw Lu Yang leaving and sent a friend application, saying, “Let’s add a friend.” 

Lu Yang nodded and said, “Of course.” 

The system prompts: You have accepted the friend’s application from Lan Yu. Now both of you are 

friends. 

Waving his hand at Lan Yu, Lu Yang returned to the town. 

Lan Yu looked a bit lost in Lu Yang’s disappearance. I don’t know why, Lu Yang gave her a very 

familiar feeling, as if she had known her for many years. 



Xia Yuwei walked to Lan Yu and said jokingly: “Everyone has gone away, watch it.” 

Lan Yu blushed and said shyly, “This man is so mysterious, I feel very powerful.” 

 


